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Crazy touchdown dance

By Nate Scott | November 9, 2014 7:19PM Cardinals John Brown made a terrific touchdown caught in Arizona's game on Sunday against the Rams, but it was his celebratory dance that really caught my eye. Look at it move. It may not be sophisticated, but you can't argue with a man who lets the rhythm take control. (Thanks to Will Brinson and Cork Gaines
for Vine.) Arizona Cardinals, Celebrations, John Brown, Touchdown dances, NFL (AP PHOTO)NFL again trying to be fun. At least a little. With news coming from NFL owners' meetings that the league would loosen its penalties before celebrating the end zone, players probably started preparing some unique end zone dances to try and stand out. In recent
years, there have already been many great performances in the end zone, many of which have earned penalties for the players involved. Here's a look at the NFL's top 10 unique end zone dances of all time. These are the ones that have not been repeated more than once or turned into signature ceremonies, like Gronk Spike or Jimmy Graham's Dunk
(which can be found further down the page). No player is included more than once in the list.10. Johnnie Morton is not a wormIt's hard not to love what Morton is doing here. It stops in the end zone and effortlessly moves on the ground. With football cushions, it can't be easy. But Morton pulls it out so smoothly without wasting too much time on everyone.
Great execution from him and great idea9. Lance Moore did Hingle McCringleberryComedy Central's Key and Peele parodies the NFL from time to time, including once when he mocked the league's celebration politics with fictional character Hingle McCringleberry. McCringleberry constantly gets flagged for his three pump hip-pushing celebrations, including
one where the third pump is much later than the first two. So naturally, New Orleans Saints wide receiver Lance Moore gave him a try, looking sideways before his third pump. As in the film, Moore was labeled for unsportsmanlike conduct. I think it was worth a try because the end result was funny.8. Antonio Brown flies to goal after Antonio Brown had his fair
share of great celebrations, whether he's booming (Aka twerking) or doing a front flip to the end zone. But if anyone had to pick one celebration of Antonio Brown, perhaps he's hugging a field goal post after a punt touchdown return that has a batter. The sheer dynamics he had as he hugged the goal post were enough to possibly hurt the normal man, but he
gets back to continue dancing. He gets an extra bonus for scaring a security guard in the process. Brown was flagged and fined $11,000 for the ceremony.7. Doug Baldwin's poops football alley wasn't the only thing the Seattle Seahawks pooped away in this game. Still, pulling off this celebration in the middle of the Super Bowl has some courage, so we'll
give him credit for that. This required some creativity and and performed it relatively subtly compared to how he could do it. Baldwin was fined $11,000 for the ceremony, and I'm sure he'd like to have that Super Bowl back.6. Steve Smith rows boatSteve Smith, like Antonio Brown, had his fair share of memorable festivities Pretended to have changed the
diaper of football once, and imitated a buccaneer fighting with a sword another time. But perhaps his best was when he pretended to row a boat. After scoring a touchdown against the Minnesota Vikings, Smith jumped into the end zone and paddled his way forward. The ceremony was too timely as it was immediately after the Minnesota Vikings' famous Love
Boat scandal - drawing upro from the Vikings crowd. Smith was creative and a little bit subdued, which gives him plenty of points in this ranking.5. Chad Johnson uses the pylon as a putter Theidea above selects riverdance Chad Johnson as his best holiday of all time. Midway through the game, he donned a Hall of Fame jacket and revived CPR football. But
among all his celebrations, Ochocinco's best celebration was probably his putt. Johnson was as creative as they came and tried to use everything around him at his disposal. To that end, he grabbed the pylon and hit a relatively accurate putt, ending it with tiger woods' fist pump. Johnson was one of the best artists celebrating the end zone of all time, and it's
hard to pick just one, however.4. Terrell Owens eats popcornTerrell Owens had an amazing enduring celebration in his time in the NFL. He danced with cheerleaders, signed a football and gave it to a fan midway through the game, and even ran 50 yards to celebrate in the middle of the Dallas Cowboys star. The one for which he can be remembered the
most, however, became a kind of phrase terrell Owens - Prepare popcorn. Owens ran into the crowd after scoring a touchdown, taking a fan's popcorn and throwing it all over his face. I hope you had the opportunity to eat some of this3. Joe Horn makes phone calls After nfl banned for body props due to Owens' sharpie stunt, Joe Horn has found a way
around him. The former Saints wide receiver hid his phone under the padding on the goal post, picking it up and making a call after he scored a touchdown. Given Horn scored a touchdown on the right side of the field to call, it was an insanely impressive celebration. However, he was still flagged and later fined $30,000.2. Ezekiel Elliott jumps into the
Salvation Army bucketEkiel Elliott was shaking his head before he entered the league when he wore a t-shirt from above. However, he made his biggest splash when he landed in the Salvation Army bucket. Elliott ran up to the bucket after a touchdown and jumped in, where he pretended to hide from going out and celebrating with his teammates. Although
this wasn't the first time this ceremony had been performed (Terrell Owens had done it 10 years earlier), Elliott did a great job pulling it off and even donated $21,000 to charity later.1. Randy Moss moons everyoneNo one hated this celebration more than Joe Buck did, and that's part of what happened that great. Buck called Randy Moss's celebration a
disgusting act before apologies for being on Fox. Buck's reaction to the moon of The Mchu helps lift him higher on the list. But actually, moss celebration was great and funny. He faked the moon toward the Green Bay Packers crowd in the middle of a competitive game after scoring a touchdown, and was fined $10,000 per act. In a career of wild moments, it's
probably moss's best, and it tops this list of the nfl's greatest celebrations of all time. THE TOP 10 NFL SIGNATURE CELEBRATIONS OF ALL TIME are a completely different category than the first list. These are celebrations that we met the player - the ones they did over and over again after they scored a touchdown. Players like Terrell Owens and Chad
Johnson, who did a new celebration every time, don't make such a list. While these celebrations often don't have the ridiculous creativity that the previous list has, they have some swagger and style that make it memorable. Here's the full list below.10. Gronk SpikePerhaps does not festivities better suited to a player's personality than Rob Gronkowski's spike.
Of course, the jump has long been a traditional celebration after a touchdown for everyone across the league. But Gronkowski's spines became an event. The simple raw power it generates by throwing the ball to the ground is enough to make Boston wild. It's not creative enough to be moved higher on the list, but its own regional phenomenon is enough to
put it at No. 10.No. 9 Mile High SaluteLike Gronk Spike, Mile High Salute is simple to perform. It started in Terrell Davis Denver Broncos day, and was a military salute that was aimed at his teammates, the crowd, etc. The salute also withstood the consumption of time, however, with Mike Anderson, Peyton Hillis and others using it in recent years8. Victor
Cruz salsa dancing GrandmaVictor Cruz was the one who taught him how to dance salsa. She was a very good teacher. Cruz found the end zone 19 times during his second and third seasons in the league and drove wild crowds with his smooth, salsa dance every time he reached the end zone. The UMass graduate honored his culture and heritage with a
salsa dance and did a great job.7 Jimmy Graham's dunksThis ceremony was banned in part because of what happened in the video above - Graham messed up the field goal. Still, Graham's dunks were a lot of fun when he entered the league as a converted basketball player and began putting up double-digit TD seasons. In basketball, hide your face in
disgrace if you have posterized. Graham ran for the New Orleans Saints from 2011 to 2014 and assured everyone that he knew it.6 Cam Newton's DabBy Time Cam Newton The Carolina Panthers reached Super Bowl 50, and Dab reached a full-fledged state of play. LeBron James did it for the Cavaliers. Paul Pogba did it in Europe for Juventus. Heck, even
Ed Werder, Andy Reid and Roger Goodell all did it before the Super Bowl was even over (and they were all bad dabs). While Dab started with Migos, at one point they called Newton Dab Daddy. It's a simple dance celebration – anyone can do it (except Goodell and Werder) – and it really made your opponents crazy. It's a sign of a good celebration dance.
Plus, it's been going on for over a year. Go to any sporting event and you'll see kids dabbing left and right. Dab is not dead (yet), and Newton is his king.5 LaDanian Tomlinson's flickThe LaDainian Tomlinson flick ball might be a bit overrated on this list, but it was a smooth and simple way to complete his touchdowns. And LT didn't have time to add anything
more to his arsenal as he spent nearly the entire 2006 season celebrating touchdowns. It's a quick, easy celebration that has been adopted by a few others since Tomlinson started doing it. He became famous when he was with the Chargers, but moved him to his time with the New York Jets as well. The higher the height of the ball, the more it seemed that
he was trying to show the player at 4. Deion Sanders high entering the end zoneDeion Sanders could dance with the best of them, because Primetime had a full collection of smooth dance moves. Perhaps the best that he did over and over again was a touchdown dance that started before he even scored a touchdown. Sanders liked the high stride on his
way to the end zone with touchdowns, letting his opponents know he was barely trying and could still score on them. Celebrating too early can sometimes cause problems (see here), but Sanders made sure he actually scored when he threw some style there3. Billy White Shoes Johnson's Funky ChickenThis is considered by some to be the greatest dance
end zone of all time, but sits at No.3 on this list. Still, there's no doubt Johnson has some great moves. Raised fixed arms combined with wiggling legs makes for hilarious scenes in the end zone in the middle of a football match. It doesn't take much effort to do this, but White Shoes is as smooth as they come and has earned more fame for dancing than its
ability to play. During his 14-year career, he completed 35 touchdowns, which means we didn't get enough chicken dancing during that time2. Ickey Woods Ickey ShuffleNo more impressive than making Geico commercial entertainment, but that's just what Ickey Woods did. Ickey Shuffle swept through the league like a strange, unsabased storm in the late
1980s. The fullback did not have a long career in the league, only lasting until 1991 after a huge rookie season. Still, his awkward right-to-left dance to spike lives on as one of the weirdest, most catchy dances times in the NFL.1. Lambeau LeapThe Lambeau Leap is a signature dance for more than just one player, it's for the whole organization. LeRoy Butler
became popular in 1993, jumping into the crowd after Reggie White recovered a fumble, and the rest is history. Opponents have tried to repeat the jump as a taunting way in recent years, be it Chad Johnson, Ryan Griffin or Fred Smoot. But in the end it's a team connection with its fans and it's a great way for the team to celebrate its success. It may not be
much of a dance movement, but whether it's Aaron Rodgers, Brett Favre or even John Kuhn (poor John Kuhn), Lambeau Leap is for anyone who wears green and gold. Gold.
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